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Abstract
We describe a atness statistic which quanties the \sheet-like" nature of a distribution of matter, and which
does a better job at this than other statistics discussed in the literature. We test our statistic on a toy model
describing cosmic string wakes. We conclude that the most favoured cosmic string model is unlikely to produce
a signicant increase in the sheet-like nature of the matter distribution beyond that which occurs in Gaussian
models (with the same power spectrum) due to the formation of Zeldovich pancakes. Although the statistic was
developed in the context of cosmic string wake formation, we expect it to be useful for comparing the observed
galaxy distribution with a wide range of theoretical models with dierent power spectra.
Key words: cosmic strings { methods: statistical { dark matter { early universe { large scale structure of
the universe.
1 Introduction
Advances in astronomy and theoretical physics are providing an increasingly detailed picture of the matter distri-
bution in the universe, and of the predictions made by various theoretical models. Comparisons of theory with
observations are made using statistics (such as the two-point correlation function) which might be able to identify
signicant dierences or similarities among the models and data. Clearly, making the most of these comparisons
involves identifying which are the most signicant statistics to calculate.
Many models of primordial perturbations are \Gaussian", and the density eld at early times is completely
characterized by the two-point correlation function (or power spectrum). However, on many scales we observe the
matter distribution after the simple connections between the two point correlation function and other measurements
have been destroyed by non-linear evolution.
The observed galaxy distribution exhibits many sheet-like features. So do essentially all of the theoretical models.
Sheet-like behaviour is expected around scales where gravity is just going non-linear. A typical asymmetrical per-
turbation will collapse more quickly in one direction than the others, lending a sheet-like nature to the distribution
of matter. In Gaussian models, the resulting sheet-like properties are a reection of features of the initial power
spectrum. It may well be that statistics sensitive to sheets are the best tool for exposing these features.
Wakes from cosmic strings can also produce sheet-like perturbations in the matter distribution. It is not yet
clear whether in realistic cosmic string scenarios such wakes have a signicant observational impact, or whether they
are washed out by various competing factors. A statistic which is as sensitive as possible to sheet-like features will
enhance our ability to address this question.
For this work, we constructed a toy model based on the cosmic string picture. We produced realizations of the
matter distribution today based on a purely Gaussian set of primordial perturbations, and compared the results with
the case where an individual cosmic string wake was added in \by hand". By studying this toy model, we developed
a statistic which was better at identifying sheet-like features than any other we tried. We stress that although the
cosmic string picture played a role in the development of our statistic, we expect its utility to extend beyond the
cosmic string picture.
The paper is organized as follows: The following section sketches our toy model and gives a qualitative discussion
of the nature of the problem. Then Section 3 describes our atness statistic, illustrates its application to the toy
model, and compares it with other statistics. Section 4 gives our conclusions. Appendix A describes the toy model in
detail. Appendix B discusses problems which would be involved in applying our statistic to real galaxy catalogues.
Appendix C describes a new \velocity coherence" criterion for the visibility of cosmic string wakes. Appendix D
describes our atness statistic in detail. And Appendix E describes how various two dimensional structures will show
up in our statistic.
2 Qualitative look at our model and its output
2.1 The Toy Model
For the work described in this paper, we wanted a set of physically motivated models for the origin of large scale
structure, which exhibit sheet-like properties in various degrees. Just such a set of models is described by Albrecht
& Stebbins [2]. They consider density perturbations induced by three models of cosmic string (AT, I and X) in
a background of HDM. To see how \wakey" the resulting perturbations are, they propose the following criterion:
They ask whether the dominant contribution to the linear density contrast in a sphere of radius R centered on a
wake comes from the wake (
W
) or from the Gaussian noise of other perturbations (characterized by an RMS value

rms




. In particular, they consider \maximal" wakes, which
give the largest single contribution to linear density perturbations on a scale of 1Mpc. According to their criterion,
maximal wakes in the X model stand out strongly, those in the I model are on the borderline, and those in the AT
model do not stand out.
Our toy model works as follows: We consider the initial density perturbations induced in a box of side L to be
made up of two components. Firstly, we take a realization of a Gaussian random eld with a cosmic string power
spectrum, as worked out by Albrecht & Stebbins [2]. Secondly, we add in the perturbation induced by a bit of
string which enters the box when the coherence length of the string network is equal to the box size. Such a bit of
string is approximately straight, and moves in an approximately straight line. We can therefore imagine it to seed a
perturbation in a at plane passing through the middle of the box. Having worked out the initial density eld in our
box, we evolve it to the present day using the adhesion approximation [13]. Throughout this paper we use h = 1:0.
In Appendix A we describe our toy model in detail, and argue that it can give a fairly realistic picture of what wakes
look like today.
2.2 Eyeball results
We have used our toy model to study maximal wakes (as discussed in the previous subsection) in the AT, I and X
models. We chose to investigate these wakes as they also give the largest single contribution to the linear density
contrast on a range of scales up to  20Mpc, and consequently have the best chance of being observed in the universe
today. We note that the time these maximal wakes are laid down ( = 6
eq
) is independent of the network model
we consider. Instead, it is a generic property of the HDM we are perturbing
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.
Results for boxes perturbed by wakes in each model are presented in a form suitable for examination by eye in
Figure 1. Each picture shows a side view of all particles in the box, with the orientation chosen so that the plane
which has been perturbed by the wake is seen end on, and occupies a vertical line through the middle of the picture.
(These pictures were generated using 32
3
particles evolved on a 128
3
lattice). For comparison, we also show boxes
evolved from the same Gaussian initial conditions, but where a wake has not been added. The boxes are 10Mpc,
20Mpc and 60Mpc respectively for the AT, I and X models
2
. The pictures for each model look similar because they
are generated using the same random numbers. We see that only the X wake stands out clearly. In the I and the AT
cases, there are new features in the boxes containing wakes. However, these features do not seem to be intrinsically
dierent from the type of things which appear when the Gaussian alone undergoes collapse, and they certainly do
not dominate the resulting density eld.
There are two distinct reasons why X wakes stand out more than I and the AT wakes.
1. Properties of the initial density elds: X wakes stand out more strongly in the initial density elds. According
to the Albrecht and Stebbins wakiness criterion, both I and X wakes should stand out, but X wakes should stand
out more. In Appendix C we propose a new visibility criterion for string wakes based on velocity coherence in
1
This fact has been employed in the past to use maximal wakes to model the entire impact of cosmic strings { see for instance
Perivolaropoulos, Brandenberger & Stebbins [9]. However, this approach can only be valid if the maximal wakes stand out.
2
Due to peculiarities in the \extreme" X model, the natural boxsize to choose is 60MPC, approximately
2
3
of the coherence scale.
2
Figure 1: AT, I and X boxes (top to bottom) with and without a wake (left to right).
3
initial density elds. Using this criterion, we demonstrate that there is not just a quantitative, but a qualitative
dierence between the manner in which X and I wakes stand out: X wakes dominate the bulk motions of
matter, while I wakes do not. This prediction is borne out by an inspection of the pictures in this section.
2. Eects of the non-linear evolution: The degree of non-linear evolution in each box aects the visibility of the
wakes. As we go from AT through I to X, we are looking at larger and larger boxes, because the coherence
scale of the wakes at  = 6
eq
is increasing. Consequently, we are looking at evolution which is less and less
non-linear. Highly non-linear evolution will cause the wakes to break up into smaller objects, making them less
continuous and harder to observe. Further, it produces other non-linear structures, such as Zeldovich pancakes,
which provide competition against which the wakes may have diculty standing out. So as we go from AT
through I to X, the decrease in non-linearity of the evolution tends to increase the ease with which the wakes
stand out.
The combination of these two eects allows the three cosmic string models to give an interesting range of cases
to analyze. Since the I model is the best motivated by modern numerical simulations, the visual analysis suggests
that individual string wakes will not play a dominant role in realistic string scenarios. We now turn to the problem
of quantifying this issue.
3 Statistics
3.1 Counts in cells and the genus curve
The pictures in Figure 1 illustrate that maximal wakes laid down in the X model grow into signicant structures
today, and that those in the I and AT model have a small inuence on matter distributions today. In this section we
discuss how the resulting structures show up in counts in cells [10] and the genus curve [6], [7]. In order to test these
statistics, we will compare their values for boxes evolved from the two types of initial conditions discussed earlier:
1. Realization of a strings power spectrum, plus a single string wake (as described in Appendix A).
2. Realization of a strings power spectrum on its own.
In Appendix B, we make some comments about the problems involved in applying the statistics performed on these
boxes to real galaxy catalogues.
Results for the counts in cells statistic on our boxes are shown in Figure 2. A counts in cells analysis of the
initial linear density contrast would yield plenty of information about the string wake, since an intrinsic eect of
adding in the wake is to add a large Non-Gaussian component to the counts in cells distribution. However, as the
eld undergoes gravitational collapse, this information is lost, and the resulting probability distribution has the same
form as we would expect for an evolved Gaussian eld. We conclude that counts in cells is not a promising statistic
with which to identify string wakes.
Discrete genus curves [5] for our boxes are shown in Figure 3. Only the X wakes produce a signicant signal
in the curve, but even in this case, the predominant shape is that which we would expect for an evolved Gaussian
distribution. The point is made even more strongly in Figure 4, which shows genus curves for initial density elds
generated by I and X string. Even for the initial density eld, wakes only produce a tiny correction to the underlying
Gaussian form of the genus curve. Hence the genus curve has very little chance of picking out I wakes today, or of
strongly identifying X wakes.
Brandenberger et al. [5] argue on the basis of a dierent toy model that wakes produce a genus curve and a
counts in cells distribution whose forms are qualitatively dierent from those which arise in other theories of structure
formation. We feel that their wakes model tends to exaggerate the sheet-like features in the density eld. On the
other hand, our toy model might be underestimating the presence of sheets, at least in the X case (see Appendix A).
In the end, a statistic will only be useful if it is eective in comparing observations and more realistic realizations of
theoretical models. We expect that the enhanced sensitivity to wake-like features of the atness statistic we propose
in the next subsection will make it a particularly useful tool.
3.2 Looking for X wakes via atness
In this subsection, we discuss statistics which might identify X wakes via their atness. There is a whole set of
statistics which could quantify atness, all based on the following measure: The atness, F , of an object, can
be calculated by computing the eigenvalues of the object's inertia tensor, normalized to 1:0, and multiplying the
dierence between the highest two eigenvalues by
p
6. This yields a quantity which varies between 1:0 for a perfect
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Figure 2: Counts in cells distributions for X, I and AT boxes with and without wakes. The boxes are 60Mpc, 20Mpc
and 10Mpc respectively. In each case, the cell size is equal to the box size divided by 16.
Figure 3: Discrete genus curves for X, I and AT boxes with and without wakes. The boxes are 60Mpc, 20Mpc and
10Mpc respectively. In each case, the cell size is equal to the box size divided by 16.
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Figure 4: Discrete genus curves for initial X and I boxes with and without wakes. The boxes are 60Mpc and 20Mpc
respectively. In each case, the cell size is equal to the box size divided by 16. Isosurface cutos are normalized to
the present day using linear gravity.
plane, and 0:0 for a solid sphere or perfect lament. (We give values for this quantity worked out for sections of a
spherical shell { which may give a more realistic picture of real wakes { in Appendix E. There we show that perfect
planarity is not required to give a signicant signal.).
There is a whole family of mappings we could choose to take us from an object's normalized inertia eigenvalues
to some real number. The measure we have described is the simplest way to quantify atness. Another set of
mappings which quantify atness, lamentarity and spherical symmetry are proposed by Babel and Starkman [4].
The optimum choice of mapping will depend on exactly what theories we want our statistic to distinguish between.
For reasons which we state in the next subsection, we believe that a atness measure will be a particularly good way
of discriminanting between many types of theories.
In order to apply the atness measure to a density eld, we have to choose objects in that eld to measure the
atness of. The simplest way to do this { which was employed by Vishniac [12] to measure lamentarity { is as
follows:
Measure the atness of distributions of particles inside spheres of radius R laid down in the eld.
Choosing objects in this way leads to a problem. If we choose a sphere which is large enough to encompass the whole
of the wake, it will also tend to encompass enough of the random distribution of matter surrounding the wake to
destroy the atness of the resulting object. To quantify this, we nd that boxes with X wakes added are on average
only slightly atter (F = 0:1) than boxes without wakes (F = 0:05). Alternatively, if we choose smaller spheres in
which the wake does register a atness signal, we will never nd out about its shape on larger scales.
It would be better to pick out those objects which are evident to the eye, and then measure the atness of these
objects. Two ways to do this are as follows:
1. Construct objects using a minimal spanning tree, and measure the atness of the resulting distribution of
particles. This technique has been investigated by Pearson and Coles [8].
2. Generate isosurfaces using some smoothing length R
smooth
, and measure the atness of each disconnected object
contained by these isosurfaces, limiting the objects to be smaller than some diameter R
max
. There are two
obvious ways to measure the atness of the resulting objects:
(a) Work out the atness of the objects taking into account their actual internal density distributions. (Babel
and Starkman [4] used density thresholds in a similar way to enhance their shape statistics { though they
did not measure the shape of each disconnected object individually.).
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Figure 5: Flatness curve as a function of isosurface cuto for X string boxes with and without a wake. Objects
contained by isosurfaces have been treated as having uniform density.
(b) Work out the atness of the objects when they are considered to have uniform density.





. We have calculated this quantity using a method whose precise description is given in
Appendix D. Resulting curves are shown in Figures 5 and 6, with R
max
equal to the box size, and R
smooth
equal to
the box size divided by 16. We see that the wakes signal is strongest in the atness curve for which the objects have
been treated as uniform. The reason for this can be inferred from Figure 1. In the X picture, matter in the wake has
tended to collapse into dominant substructures, and these substructures are not highly planar. When we use actual
densities, the shape of the resulting object is dominated by this substructure, and not by the overall wake. When
we treat the isosurfaces as uniform objects, our statistic becomes insensitive to this substructure, and consequently,
more sensitive to the wake.
We expect that the same problems will arise for objects constructed using Method 1. The heaviest parts of
particle distributions picked out by a minimal spanning tree are the collapsed substructures. Once again, the atness
measure will be more sensitive to these substructures than to the overall wakes. So, we conclude that Method 2,
treating isosurfaces as uniform objects, provides the best way of spotting a wake.
We notice that our favoured quantity encodes information about wakes most strongly around a particular set of
isosurface cutos (given by 1:0  =
0
 2:0). We can average the atness curve over this range of cutos to produce
a single quantity W , which measures \wakiness". Probability distributions for this quantity for X string boxes with
and without a wake are shown in Figure 7. The two distributions, which have been estimated from 100 realizations
of each type of box, are clearly very dierent. X string with a wake added has a mean and standard error of the
mean given by W = 0:419 0:015, while when no wake is added, the gure is W = 0:215 0:008. Problems involved
in applying this statistic to galaxy catalogues are discussed in Appendix B. In this appendix, we conclude that the
statistic should be able to spot X wakes in the universe if they are present.
3.3 Applying the atness statistic to other distributions
As a density eld undergoes gravitational collapse, it becomes harder to retrieve information about the linear initial
conditions which have given rise to that collapse. This point is easily visualized in the adhesion approximation, where
degrees of freedom present in the initial positions and velocities of particles are lost as the particles stick together.
For a whole range of initial conditions, the rst objects formed by gravitational collapse are Zeldovich pancakes.
It is possible that the hard-to-retrieve information about linear initial conditions is best encoded by these pancakes.
The problems involved in identifying and quantifying these pancakes are similar to those involved in identifying
7
Figure 6: Flatness curve as a function of isosurface cuto for X string boxes with and without a wake. Actual internal
density distributions have been used for the objects contained by the isosurfaces.
Figure 7: Probability distribution for the \Wakiness" statistic calculated for X string boxes with and without a wake
added.
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Figure 8: Uniform density atness curves for AT and I boxes with and without a string added. The box sizes are
10Mpc and 20Mpc respectively, with the smoothing length equal to the box size divided by 16.
X string wakes: First of all, we want some method of picking out those structures which are obvious to the eye,
but which don't show up in the simplest tests. Secondly, we want some method which is sensitive to the pancakes
themselves, and not to substructures on the pancakes. From the discussion in the previous subsection, we expect that
a atness curve based on uniform objects contained by isosurfaces will provide the best solution to these problems.
Uniform density atness curves for I and AT boxes with and without a wake added are shown in Figure 8. We
see that the statistic is not able to pick out the wakes clearly. We stress that the model we have used to generate
density elds is only a toy model. We do not know whether string wakes will stand out more or less than this in
realistic models. If they stand out a little bit more, then the statistic may be a useful tool for identifying them. If
they stand out less, then any statistic will have diculty in distinguishing them from the collapsed remnants of a
Gaussian distribution. In general, it seems that wakes which only just show up in initial density elds (in particular,
those that stand out on the linear gravity criterion but fail to stand out on the velocity coherence criterion { see
Appendix C) tend to disappear under non-linear gravitational evolution. This observation may well be of importance
when assessing the wakiness of realistic models.
We note that both the I and AT distributions give a signicant atness signal at high isosurface cutos, whether
or not there is a single wake added. This reects the sheet-like nature of the Zeldovich pancakes which form as the
eld collapses. For an accurate analysis of sheetiness in the non-linear regime (which is relevant here), we would
have to evolve the same initial conditions using an N-body simulation. It will be interesting to see how the atness




. (In our work so far we have chosen values for these
parameters with a view to maximizing the signal from the wakes, rather than from the pancakes).
4 Discussion and Conclusions
We have tried out various measures of the sheetiness of a distribution of matter, using a toy model of cosmic string
wakes in HDM. In the most realistic version of our toy model (with an \I" string network) we nd that it is not
possible to pick out single wakes. However, our toy model is rather simplistic and it will be interesting to see the
extent to which improved models of the string network might give a dierent result. If anything, our model makes
the wakes unrealistically at, and our expectation is that a more realistic model will make the wakes less noticable.
We have shown that wakes which fail to satisfy our velocity coherence criterion (see Appendix C) at the linear
stage tend to stand out less as a eld undergoes non-linear gravitational evolution. We believe that this observation
will help simplify assessing the wakiness of more realistic string models.
We have also investigated an extreme (\X" string) model, where the wakes do stand out strongly today. We have
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demonstrated that a good choice of statistic is required to nd the wakes, even in this case. Counts in cells, the
discrete genus curve, and some atness statistics, do not pick out the wakes well. However, we have found that our
\uniform density atness curve" produces a strong wakes signal. The adhesion approximation we use for gravity is
known to exaggerate the extent to which the Zeldovich pancakes are sheet-like. Thus our work might underestimate
the dierences between these pancakes and wakes. However, because we get the strongest signal when using moderate
thresholds for the density contrast, we expect that corrections to the highly nonlinear regime will be unimportant.
We are investigating this question further using N-body simulations.
We have described the qualities which we think make the atness curve a good statistic for identifying X wakes
(see Sections 3.2 and 3.3), and we have argued that the same qualities are also needed to identify other types of
sheet-like structure. We note that some properties of any initial density eld (including Gaussian elds) may be best
encoded in the \pancakey" nature of the evolved distribution. Hence, the atness curve could well be a useful tool
for discriminating between many types of theories for the origin of large scale structure.
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A The Model
Our picture of how cosmic string wakes are laid down can be visualized in terms of the one scale model of string
network evolution [3]
3
. In the one scale model, the statistics of the evolving network are specied by one comoving
scale , a monotonically increasing function of conformal time , which characterizes the mean inter-string separation,
mean string curvature, and the mean step size of the string walks. Suppose we lay down comoving boxes of side L
at random in the universe and want to work out how the string network perturbs the matter in these boxes between
its formation at time 
i
, and the present day 
0
. If we dene 
L
to be the time at which (
L
) = L, then we can
separate the perturbation history of the boxes into three epochs:
1. 
i
<  < 
L
. In this epoch, the string network describes random walks with step size less than the box size.
We approximate the resulting perturbation as a Gaussian random eld, whose power spectrum may be worked
out using the method of Albrecht & Stebbins [1]. (For the purposes of our toy model we have considered
perturbations in the HDM background described by Albrecht & Stebbins [2], with h = 1:0, 
8
= 1:0 and no
3
Inadequacies in the one scale model have been exposed by high resolution numerical simulations and a recently developed three scale
model attempts to address some of these inadequacies. It would be interesting to investigate how deviations from the one scale picture
could change our conclusions, but we expect the corrections to be small.
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bias). Since we are only interested in perturbations seeded before time 
L























F (k; ) d (1)
Here, z
m
is the redshift at some time in the matter era to which we can evolve the perturbations using linear
gravity.
Clearly, as the time approaches 
L
, the perturbations produced in this epoch become more and more sheet-like
on the scale of the box. The question of whether approximating all these perturbations as Gaussian random
noise is realistic can be assessed by seeing how much the single wake we add stands out. For AT and I strings,
the wake stands out very little, so the approximation is good
4
. For the X model, the wake stands out strongly,
so the approximation may be unreasonable.
2. 
L
<  < 
L
+ . Here  is of order L, so strings in the boxes look roughly straight and move in roughly
straight lines. Consequently, wakes laid down in any of the boxes look roughly planar. The length of time





macroscopic bulk velocity of a section of string in the network. Now, we can also estimate the total area of
string wakes generated in this time per unit volume of universe. At any time, the length of string per unit
volume of universe is equal to 
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Let the fraction of boxes hitting wakes laid down in this epoch be p
2
. Then equating string area per unit




















(The results for I and AT models will be similar). Then the perturbations in this epoch are well approximated
as follows
(a) A fraction p
2
of the boxes are perturbed by a single string, which by an appropriate choice of axes we
may take to have moved in a straight line through the middle. To work out the density perturbation we
simply calculate 
+
(k; ) for a straight string moving in a straight line through the middle of the box, and
substitute into equation (2) of [1]. We use v
b
= 0:3 for the AT and X models, and v
b
= 0:15 for the I
model. The dierence reects the enhanced small scale structure in the I model.
(b) A fraction 1  p
2
of the boxes do not undergo any perturbations in this epoch.
3. 
L
+ <  < 
0































These results give us reason to believe that the perturbations induced by a network of string could be very well modelled by a short
dynamic range network simulation, with a Gaussian background added in to take account of the early history of the network.
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 is now greater than L, so wakes laid down in any of the boxes look very planar. Hence, the area of wake
per unit volume in any box which hits a wake is approximately L
 1
. Let the fraction of boxes hitting wakes
laid down in this epoch be p
3










is always less than 0:5, and may be as low as :019 if v
b
= 0:15. So the majority of boxes, a fraction 1   p
3
,
undergo no perturbations in this epoch. We will consider only these boxes. (Again, results will be similar for
the AT and I models).
This picture provides a simple way of working out what the wakes laid down at time 
L
will look like today:
Provided 
L
lies in the regime where linear gravity is a good approximation, we can choose some later time 
M
in
the matter dominated era of the universe, at which linear gravity is still a good approximation. We can work out
perturbations induced during Epoch 1 at time 
M
by computing a realization of the power spectrum in Equation
(1). We can work out perturbations induced during Epoch 2 using Equation (2) of [1]. Up to time 
M
gravity is
still linear so the combined eect of these perturbations can be obtained by simply adding them together. Since




As a nal point, we address a technical question connected with applying the adhesion approximation to a model
with HDM. In our HDM scenario, the evolution of density on any scale up to a redshift of 400 is described very
well by linear gravity. This is because up to this time the density contrast averaged over an arbitrarily small volume
is always less than or of order 0.01. After this time, the eects of non-linear gravity start to be important. Free
streaming by neutrinos does not aect this non-linear evolution on any interesting scales, because the typical distance
moved by a neutrino between this time and today is of order 0.2Mpc. So we only need to take HDM into account in
the linear regime, and we can use standard cold N-body techniques to carry out the subsequent non-linear evolution.
B Problems associated with real data
With any statistic we consider, we want to know whether it is capable of showing up string wakes in the real universe.
Observations of the universe take the form of galaxy catalogues, which we imagine to cover some total volume V . We
model the region of universe covered by the catalogues as consisting of an ensemble of V=L
3
boxes. If the structure
formation was seeded by strings, then a fraction p
2
(see Appendix A) of these boxes contain wakes (Box Type 1
as described in Section 3.1) and a fraction 1   p
2
do not (Box Type 2). If the structure formation was seeded by
ination (with the same power spectrum), then all of the boxes just contain a Gaussian distribution (Box Type 2).
Our nal test for any statistic will how well it can distinguish between these two dierent model universes.
For X strings, we have p
2
 0:23. If we had a catalogue covering (250Mpc)
3
then we estimate probability
distributions for the atness statistic (see Section 3.2) over the appropriate ensembles of boxes to have mean and
standard deviation as follows: Strings: W = 0:262 0:01 Gaussian: W = 0:215 0:01 The overlap between these
distributions is small enough for the atness statistic to be a good discriminant between the two theories.
One important question which has yet to be resolved is the impact of using realistic sampling rates reecting
actual observations. This is currently under investigation.
C A wake visibility criterion based on velocity coherence
In Section 2 we described a criterion based on linear gravity for testing whether cosmic string wakes stand out. Now,
a simple alternative to linear gravity is given by the Zeldovich approximation, which gives a more realistic picture
of the evolution of a distribution into the non linear regime. In the Zeldovich approximation, the evolution of the
matter is determined by the velocities of test particles laid down in the initial density eld. We might hope that an
improvement on the linear gravity wakiness criterion would be provided by a similar \velocity coherence" criterion.
Here, we ask whether the dominant contribution to the mean velocity of a sphere of radius R sitting on the edge of
a wake comes from the wake (v
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then the wake may be
said to stand out. We have
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For speed, we perform the same evolution using the adhesion approximation. For our statistics we evolved 100 realizations of each
model, with 64
3
particles on a 32
3









as a function of sphere radius for spheres laid down on the edge of











where w(x) is the spherical window function used by Albrecht & Stebbins [2] and 
W
is the time at which the wake
in question has been laid down.
Results for this criteria for maximal wakes in the three models are given in Figure 9. Results for wakes laid down
over a range of times in the X model are shown in Figure 10. It is seen that only the X wakes satisfy the velocity
coherence criterion. That is, only X wakes dominate the bulk motions of nearby matter. Because of this, they will
tend to stand out more and more as they undergo non-linear gravitational evolution. In a string model producing
wakes of this type, the universe should contain high density sheets which directly track the motions of strings. On
the other hand, wakes which do not satisfy the velocity coherence criterion will tend to break up and become less
visible through non-linear evolution. These facts are borne out by an examination of the pictures in Section 2.2.
We expect that the velocity coherence criterion will provide a good test of whether wakes present in linear density
elds will be visible in the universe today.
D Method for computing atness curves
We compute the uniform density atness curves described in Section 3 as follows. Firstly, we bin our distribution of
particles into a lattice of cubic cells, of side R
smooth
. We consider only those cells containing more than the cuto
number of particles. For each of these cells, we construct the object containing all other continuously connected cells.
We limit the size of this object by considering only those cells lying in a box of side R
max
, centered on our rst cell.
We then calculate the atness quantity for the resulting pattern of cells. We do this either by treating it as an object
of uniform density or by weighting each cell according to the number of particles it contains. Finally, we average the
atness quantity over each cell, and plot the average atness against the isosurface cuto used to generate it.
We note that it is possible to extract more relevant information from a density eld in which the number of mass
tracers (galaxies) is limited, by smoothing the eld over some length scale R
smooth
instead of simply binning it into
discrete boxes of side R
smooth
. Our statistic can be adapted in this way without changing any important features.
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as a function of sphere radius for spheres laid down on the edge of wakes in
the X string model. Each dotted curve is for a wake laid down at a particular time. The velocities are normalized
to the present day using linear gravity.
E Flatness of sections of a spherical shell
Strings are curved, and they move in curved paths. In the one scale model, the degree of curvature is characterized
by by a radius of curvature of order . It is often useful to imagine that the sheets they trace out are spherical shells
of radius  [11]. In order for our atness statistic to pick out wakes, it must be sensitive to the atness of sections
of these shells. Figure 11 shows the value of the atness quantity described in 3.2 for various sections of a spherical
shell. Each section is constructed by cutting the sphere with a plane, and only considering that part of the sphere
lying on one side of the cut. We quantify the shell fraction as the ratio of the area of the section to the area of the
sphere. We observe that sections ranging from the planar limit to a half-sphere give a signicantly at value (atness
 0:7). We conclude that our atness statistic should be sensitive to realistic wakes, which do not start o exactly
at.
14
Figure 11: Graph showing the atness of various fractions of a spherical shell.
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